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Part 1: Statistical Information 

A total of 429 candidates applied for the examination. The table below shows the distribution of grades for 
this session as compared with the results of the previous year: 

Grade 
No. of 

Candidate
s 

% of 
sample 

% of 
May ‘15 

A 17 4.0 4.5 

B 38 8.9 7.9 

C 107 24.9 25.2 

D 118 27.5 27.8 

E 67 15.6 14.2 

F 62 14.5 12.9 

Absent 20 4.7 7.6 

 

Part 2: Comments regarding candidate’s performance 

Section A 

Q1. In part (a), most candidates correctly identified the three types of weathering, but many candidates 
gave poor descriptions of each type. In part (b), candidates showed lack of knowledge about the three 
soil horizons. With regards to part (c), many candidates either left it out completely or gave completely 
irrelevant answers.  

Q2. Candidates did not do well in this question. In fact its mean mark was just 2.9 (out of a maximum of 11 
marks). They showed a lack of familiarity with the three different oceanic zones and their inhabitants. 
In part (b), candidates showed better understanding of the importance of the coastal zone. In part (d), 
very few candidates mentioned the gravitational force between the Earth and the Moon when 
explaining how tides are formed. Many candidates just mentioned that there are different tides without 
explaining how they are formed. 

Q3. This question on atmospheric pollution had a mean mark of 7.2 (out of a maximum of 12 marks). A 
good number of candidates found it rather hard to distinguish clearly between a primary and a 
secondary pollutant in part (a). Some candidates wrongly indicated primary pollutants as being the 
‘most important’ or ‘most reactive’, while others even thought that they were derived from 
anthropogenic sources. Very few candidates were able to classify correctly all substances indicated in 
part (a) (ii). This implies that most of the candidates were not able to distinguish between the various 
possible chemical components of polluted air. There were several instances were nitrogen (a major 
component of air), for example, was considered as a pollutant, while ozone and VOCs were incorrectly 
classified as non-polluting. 

 Candidates fared better in part (b) of this question, but several candidates lost marks upon citing the 
anthropogenic / natural pollutants rather than identifying their respective sources. A total of 16.4% of 
all candidates earned 10-12 marks from this question while 22.0% gained only 0-5 marks. 

Q4. Candidates did not perform well in this question related to water pollution, with the average mark 
standing at just 6.6 (out of a maximum of 16 marks). Most failed to distinguish clearly between 
groundwater and surface water, with many descriptions being either incomplete or ambiguous. The 
majority of responses to part (b) were correct with the most frequently cited activities leading to nitrate 
pollution being the excessive use of natural / artificial fertilisers and disposal of untreated organic 
waste. However, there were also several frequent wrong references such as the use of ‘pesticides’ 
which were probably mistakenly thought to have a similar chemical composition of synthetic (NPK) 
fertilisers. A few also refered to ‘acid rain’, which can neither be considered as a ‘human activity’ (but 
an effect of human activity), nor a major contributor to nitrate pollution in Maltese aquifers. Responses 
given to parts (c) (i) and (ii) were generally correct but the majority of candidates failed to relate the 
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toxicity of nitrates in freshwater supplies to conditions such as the blue baby syndrome (restriction of 
oxygen transport in blood) which may affect young infants or young livestock. Marks were also lost in 
part (d), with most candidates giving all sorts of descriptions on the effects of climate change, but 
failing to link these with the consequential degradation of quality of subterranean sources of water. 
Less than one fourth of candidates (22.7%) earned at least 10 marks in this question, with 10.0% 
gaining a very good score of 12-16 marks. However, 38.4% of the total number of candidates only 
managed to score 0-5 marks in the same question. 

Q5. When asked to give two reasons why living organisms require energy, in part (a), many candidates 
were either too general, giving answers such as ‘to live’ or too specific like for example ‘to hunt’. About 
half of the candidates correctly mentioned reproduction as something that requires energy and is 
performed by all living organisms. Nearly all candidates correctly mentioned photosynthesis in their 
answer to part (b), with about half of them also stating the need for light energy. However, only a few 
candidates went on to mention the need for carbon dioxide and water in this process. Although no 
major issues were detected with part (c), a lack of knowledge about local organisms was responsible 
for a considerable loss of marks in part (d). Many candidates used general terms in their food chains 
such as plant, insect or bird, whilst a number still used organisms that are not local such as zebras 
and lions. The majority identified correctly the producer from their food chain, whilst less than half of 
the candidates identified the secondary consumer correctly. Parts (d) (ii) and (iii) were correctly 
answered by about half of the candidates. In their answer to (d) (iv), the majority of candidates 
seemed to think that producers are not in a trophic level and the most common answer was in fact, 3 
trophic levels. 

Q6.  The mean mark for this question was 4.1 (out of a maximum of 12 marks) with several candidates 
opting not to answer the question at all. Very few candidates answered the different parts correctly 
showing a general lack of knowledge about succession. In part (c) (ii), marks were lost when 
candidates gave a variety of wrong answers including the names of plants rather than their 
characteristics. On the other hand, a good number of candidates got full marks for part (c) (iii), even 
though several candidates, rather than giving what plants compete for (as the paper requested), 
mentioned factors that lead animals to compete. In part (d), marks were lost because candidates 
provided causes of rather than the effects of disturbance. In part (e), most candidates correctly 
mentioned deforestation/urbanization, but very few correctly mentioned a second cause of 
interference. 

 

Section B 

Q1. This was the second most popular question in Section B and was attempted by 61.9% of all 
candidates. Candidates appeared to be very confident answering the question and many of them 
could distinguish clearly between igneous, sedimentary and metamorphic rocks. Part (b) was also well 
addressed by most respondents, but marks were deducted in cases where candidates based their 
description solely on a labelled diagram without elaborating further on the main transformations 
making up the rock cycle. Responses to part (c) showed that although a few candidates were unable 
to explain the term ‘biogenic’, the majority of them were quite confident in their account describing the 
origin and main features of the five layers characterising the rock structure of the Maltese islands. 
Some candidates lost marks by inverting the timeline of the rock formation while a few others quoted 
an incorrect sequence of layers (with the greensand layer being frequently swapped with globigerina 
limestone). 

Q2. This was the most attempted question in Section B, having been attempted by no less than 72.1% of 
all candidates. Candidates generally fared well in part (a) with many candidates scoring a high mark in 
this sub-question for a well-illustrated account on the four basic interior components of the earth. 
Marks were lost because of a lack in the amount and type of information given about the Earth’s 
interior and its correctness. The most common mistake was attributing information about one layer to 
another layer. In part (b), many candidates confused the asthenosphere and the lithosphere with 
layers of the atmosphere showing lack of understanding of what these terms represent. In part (c), 
many candidates gave detailed descriptions accompanied by diagrams to show the difference 
between the different types of movement of the plate boundaries. 

Q3. This question on the natural and enhanced greenhouse effects was attempted by 22.7% of candidates 
who scored an average mark of 10.2. A significant number of candidates lost marks in part (a) for a 
number of reasons including: (i) failing to include a suitable diagram; (ii) giving a superficial statement 
on how the earth is kept warm, short of any reference to the role played by naturally occurring 
greenhouse gases such as carbon dioxide and water vapour; and (iii) wrongly presenting the ozone 
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layer (in the stratosphere) as the main mechanism which provides the ‘greenhouse effect’ by trapping 
heat and acting as a temperature control of the biosphere. Candidates tackled part (b) in a better way, 
with most of the respondents recognising the human impact and particularly the burning of fossil fuels 
by the industry / transport vehicles, as the main culprit of the enhanced greenhouse effect. Many 
candidates referred correctly to a number of changes / consequences which are widely considered to 
be related to such an effect, such as global warming (or hotter weather), climate changes, and change 
in weather patterns. Some candidates however linked this phenomenon with the ozone layer (this has 
been a recurring misconception even in past examinations) and cited the effects of over-exposure to 
UV radiation (related to ozone depletion) rather than overheating of the earth due to increased levels 
of greenhouse gases. The most popular measures indicated by candidates to mitigate the enhanced 
greenhouse effect were the use of renewable sources of energy, reducing emissions from industrial 
processes and using public (or alternative means of) transport. Others made wrong suggestions such 
as the use of catalytic converters (which increases rather than decreases GHGs) and banning the use 
of aerosols (without underlining the fact that CFCs are potent greenhouse gases and that CFCs 
substitutes can also contribute to the greenhouse effect). 

Q4. This was the least attempted question in Section B, with only 7.6% of the candidates choosing to be 
tested on their knowledge of the environmental issues related to the presence of ozone in the upper 
and lower atmosphere. As in the case of previous years, candidates performed rather badly in this 
question with responses revealing a number of misconceptions on ozone depletion and pollution from 
ozone generated in the lower atmosphere. Few candidates acquired full marks in part (a) as the 
majority confused basic terms such as ‘atoms’ and ‘molecules’, and failed to point out that ozone 
(triatomic oxygen) is far more reactive than ordinary (diatomic) oxygen. Candidates also struggled, in 
part (b), to explain in simple terms how ozone absorbed and hence filterred off harmful UV radiation 
from reaching the lower atmosphere, and how the presence of certain pollutants originating in the 
troposphere (e.g. CFCs and other ozone-depleting substances) were reducing the concentration of 
stratospherical ozone through a number of chemical reactions involving free radicals. There were 
many reasonably correct references to the harmful effects from increased UV exposure (resulting from 
ozone depletion) with most candidates citing conditions such as skin cancer, eye cataracts and even 
negative effects on crops. However very few candidates realised that ozone was considered also as a 
harmful secondary pollutant in the lower atmosphere and that it originated from the interaction of other 
pollutants such as oxides of nitrogen and volatile organic compounds. There were some references to 
the occurence of ozone in photochemical smog, but the respondents concerned failed to explain how 
these were produced in the first place. There were also occasional references to the true reasons why 
tropospheric ozone was considered as a health hazard but in general, candidates once again wrongly 
focused on the effects of (stratospheric) ozone depletion rather than highlighting any health problems 
related to ozone as an atmospheric pollutant. 

Q5. Despite choosing this question, many candidates either did not gain any marks or earned just a few. In 
part (a), candidates seemed to confuse the terms population and community and the terms ecosystem 
and habitat. While most candidates could easily distinguish between biotic and abiotic factors (part b), 
most candidates obtained full marks in this question. In part (c), many seemed to have not understood 
the question in part (c), and those who did only focused on food chains. Candidates were not able to 
discuss the two types of pyramids in their answers to part (d), with many not even being able to state 
what each type of pyramid actually depicts. In their answer to part (e), many candidates just 
mentioned that only about 10% of energy passes from one trophic level to another, without offering a 
reason. 

Q6. This was the second least attempted question. Many candidates answering part (a) managed to 
describe the different types of biodiversity and mentioned ways how humans reduce biodiversity but 
forgot to answer the first part of the question and give reasons why biodiversity should be protected. In 
part (b) (i), many candidates correctly mentioned protected areas and nature reserves and also gave 
correct examples. A good number of candidates however also mentioned conservation techniques 
that are not practiced locally such as breeding programs in zoos. In part (b) (ii), many candidates 
correctly mentioned the Natura 2000 sites and CITES. Agenda 21 was the most common answer even 
though this is not strictly a conservation agreement made to protect biodiversity. 
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General comments  

The examiners would like to highlight the following common issues: 

• It was again noted that some candidates found it really hard to express themselves in good English 
or to quote a technical / scientific term in the right context. 

• Some of the answers included long and winding sentences which at times made little sense. 
Candidates are reminded to keep their statements as concise and as focused as possible. 

• There were also some cases of illegible or partly legible handwriting and poor presentation of work. 

• Section B questions were sometimes attempted without any necessary planning, resulting in long 
and winding paragraphs with disorganized or strange sequence of concepts. Candidates must 
realise the importance of devoting sufficient time for planning of an answer so that concepts and 
arguments are presented in a logical way. 

• Candidates should note that long questions are not to be answered by long unstructured accounts. 
Examiners suggest that the answers to section B questions are preferably divided into a number of 
short paragraphs, possibly underlining key terms and illustrating descriptions with the use of simple 
labelled diagrams, where necessary. 
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